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Scribes
                   Meet This Month’s Contributors
Darryl Hicks (Talking Heads, p. 7) is the Vice President, Communica-
tions for NRMLA where he writes our Weekly Report and administers 
our CRMP program. He roots for the Steelers and the Phillies and reads 
mysteries as he rides the Metro to work each morning.

Jessica Hoefer (A Day in the Life of a Compliance Officer, p. 26) is the 
Communications Coordinator for Dworbell, Inc. where she is also the 
Member Services Coordinator for NAIPC and assists with the publication 
of Reverse Mortgage Magazine and Tax Credit Advisor. She came to NRMLA 
from the National Geographic Society. She is an avid reader, a theatre 
junkie, and loves to travel. 

Brett Kirkpatrick (CRMP: Across the Kitchen Table, p.32) of Harbor Mort-
gage Solutions originated his first mortgage in 1993 and his first reverse 
mortgage nine years later. Brett is Chairman of the Independent Certification 
Committee, which created and administers the Certified Reverse Mortgage 
Professional designation. When not originating, he sings baritone in the 
church choir, and is an active Toastmaster.

Stephanie Moulton (Sneak Preview of New Research, p. 12) is a professor at 
the John Glenn College of Public Affairs at The Ohio State University, and 
Research Affiliate with the Center for Financial Security at the University of 
Wisconsin. Moulton studies the interactions between financial institutions, 
mortgage products, and financial security outcomes for vulnerable popula-
tions. She currently serves as the Principal Investigator on a multi-year evalu-
ation of senior decision-making and reverse mortgage outcomes. Her research 

has been funded by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
the Social Security Administration, the MacArthur Foundation, the National 
Foundation for Credit Counseling, and The Ohio State University.

Mark Olshaker (ReverseVision Organizes Your Process, p.15), our staff writer, is a 
best-selling author of fiction and non-fiction and an accomplished researcher in 
the areas of crime and medicine. Olshaker has written 14 books in all, including 
the New York Times Number 1 bestseller Mindhunters and most recently Law & 
Disorder both with former FBI Agent John Douglas. He has also produced 12 
documentary films the latest being Who Killed the Lindbergh Baby? for NOVA 
on PBS. Olshaker is a former reporter for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, who now 
resides in Washington and has built a large following for his MindhuntersInc.
com crime blog, which argued Amanda Knox’s innocence from the get go. 

Joel L. Swerdlow (Borrower Chronicles, p. 28) is an author, researcher, 
professor and journalist whose work has appeared in Harpers, Atlantic, Rolling 
Stone, Harvard Business Review, Washington Post, and most major American 
newspapers—as well as academic and scientific journals. He covered the White 
House for NPR; and was Associate Editor and Senior Writer for 
National Geographic Magazine.

Jenny Werwa (NRMLA 2015: The Year in Review, p.20) Jenny Werwa is the 
Director of Public Relations for NRMLA where she works to promote the 
efficacy of reverse mortgages to the media and consumers. Jenny has lived in 
the DC area since the 90s and considers herself a Washingtonian, albeit with a 
slight New Jersey accent. 
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In Reverse

MY NRMLA COLLEAGUE DARRYL HICKS, WHO INTER- 
views industry leaders for our regular Talking Heads fea-

ture, suggested to me that, with all the changes behind us, 

maybe it’s time for a visit with Ed Szymanoski, an orig-

inal architect and true sage of the HCM program who 

has viewed its evolution over its entire 27-year history. Ed 

is an economist with a maze of a mind, a devoted civil 

servant concerned only with doing the right thing, and 

just a good old-fashioned straight-talking guy. So Darryl 

sat down with him for what, as expected, turned out to 

be an insightful and in-depth discussion of the program’s 

past and future that I know you’ll enjoy (p. 7). But one 

particular comment really lingered with me. Ed told him 

that countries from all around the world approach HUD 

for advice and the HECM is the program they all want 

to emulate. This is no small thing. And it’s a message that 

deserves to be spread.

 When my brother Peter first invited me to join his or-

ganization just over seven years ago, I immediately began 

to research how reverse mortgages work. At the time, I 

was 58 and at the tail end of putting two kids through 

expensive college educations, which, I figure, cost me just 

about the equivalent of a HECM principal limit. Now I 

was focused on funding my retirement, the recession was 

beginning to bite, and every new idea was welcome. And 

the HECM just seemed like a really smart and appropriate 

solution to our national retirement funding gap. I kind of 

loved the idea of the program. 

 We are increasingly a society of critics. Obviously social

media and talk television have exacerbated this. We are ex-

pected to have an opinion (and are encouraged by social 

media to post them) about every movie, every restaurant, 

every product, everybody. And in this country of critics, we 

can lose our perspective on just how good many things are. 

I often think that is the case with the HECM. But when 

you hear something like what Ed told Darryl, that countries 

all over the world facing their own retirement funding crises 

are looking to replicate the HUD program, you can’t help 

but think, “Aha. This is something special after all.”

 Also, in this first issue of the new year, we are honored 

to get the first sneak peek at the reverse mortgage research 

Stephanie Moulton and her team at Ohio State have been 

working on for the past three years. (Aging in Place: Ana-

lyzing the Use of Reverse Mortgages to Preserve Independent 

Living, p. 12) We also take a look at a new HUD directive 

that alters Ushering Your Clients Through Loss Mitigation 

(p.24). And in our Borrower Chronicles feature (p. 28), 

rather than interviewing borrowers as we usually do, Joel 

Swerdlow talks with loan officers about the emotional ex-

perience of walking people you care about through finan-

cial assessment to see if they qualify. 

 So, given the worldwide interest in the program, how 

do you say “HECM” in Japanese or Dutch? I don’t know, 

but we may be about to find out.

Marty Bell

Editor

Perspective
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 Balanced
Viewpoint

AS WE BEGIN THE NEW YEAR, IT IS USEFUL TO
re-assess where we stand and think about the future success of 

our industry. With major regulatory changes behind us, it is 

an opportunity for us to shape our own destiny.

 Three things that can have significant impact on our 

future success: 1.) creating more transparency about reverse 

mortgages generally as well as how the industry operates;

2.) improving post-closing communications and interaction 

between loan servicers, borrowers and borrowers’ families; 

and 3.) electing a President and members of Congress who 

believe in sustaining a robust Federal Housing Administration.

 Growth has been elusive to us the past few years. This 

is attributable to fear and misunderstanding that consum-

ers possess about us, fueled by dubious press coverage and 

a dearth of educational information about who we are and 

what we do. This is a challenge that we could overcome by 

establishing better transparency.

 We understand where the fears lie. We hear the questions 

asked repeatedly by consumers, and see the warnings given 

by critics and reporters. We ought to simply make sure that 

everyone has correct and accurate information by providing 

a thorough explanation of all aspects of reverse mortgages 

so critics can no longer make the allegation that the reverse 

mortgage business is deceptive or opaque.

 A comprehensive booklet, given upfront by every lender to 

each prospective borrower, detailing every aspect of a reverse 

mortgage, explaining how they work, all options available, 

how pricing is determined, what exactly happens in the orig-

ination and underwriting process, what to expect at closing, 

all the documents required and all topics a borrower (or the 

heirs) might encounter during the life of the loan and at loan 

termination, would be a good start. If we have a uniform 

book provided to every prospective customer, that is also 

available widely on-line, we could overcome the criticism 

that consumers aren’t being told or don’t understand what 

they might be getting into with a reverse mortgage. 

 Improving the information and customer service provid-

ed by servicers would go a long way towards eliminating the 

horror stories reported by the press. 

Stories about a servicer initiating fore-

closure due to a borrower’s death when 

the borrower is actually alive and well 

and living in her home should never 

appear. Many of the problematic sit-

uations we hear about at NRMLA 

are due to clients’, or their family 

members’, inability to get in touch with their servicers, or 

documents that have been submitted getting lost. We can 

do better. We must make sure we have systems in place that 

enable borrowers or their families to have an open channel 

of communication with their servicers throughout the life of 

their loan.

 The third item we should focus on is electing a President 

and members of Congress who truly believe in the impor-

tance of sustaining a robust Federal Housing Administra-

tion. Without a viable FHA as our backbone, we would have 

no reverse mortgage industry.

 For the first time in my 40 years as a participant in and 

observer of housing policy discussions in Washington, I fear 

for the future. We have a lot at stake. The decision you make 

in casting your vote could have a significant impact on your 

business future.

 In the Republican debates thus far, all the candidates are 

running further and further to the right, with each candidate 

claiming to be the truest conservative of the lot. What does 

this portend for our future?

 Let’s face it, a true conservative doesn’t believe in FHA; 

a true conservative thinks all government loan programs, at 

HUD and other agencies, should be curtailed. A true con-

servative believes that the government ought not be involved 

in mortgage lending, whether guaranteeing loans made by 

private lenders, directly lending, or guaranteeing securities. 

There is an old saying that sums up the true conservative 

philosophy:  The government’s role, is to defend the shores, 

deliver the mail and stay out of our lives and business.

A New Year of Change
and Opportunity

By Peter Bell, President of NRMLA

Peter Bell

Balanced Viewpoint continued on page 18
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Talking
Heads

WHEN I THINK ABOUT THE PEOPLE WHO PLAYED 
an instrumental role developing FHA’s Home Equity 
Conversion Mortgage program, the first person who always 
comes to mind is Ed Szymanoski. 
 A Hartford, Connecticut native with degrees in ap-
plied mathematics and economics, Szymanoski was a 
30-something economist in the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development’s Office of Economic Affairs in 
February 1988 when President Ronald Reagan signed into 
law the Housing and Community Development Act of 
1987, which authorized FHA to create a new demonstra-
tion program focused around the concept of home equity 
conversion. 
 HUD assembled a product-design team that included 
Szymanoski and Judy May. Like a team of mathematical 
architects, they constructed models and assumptions that 
resulted in the creation of “principal limit factors” which 
to this day determine how much equity homeowners can 
access based on their age, home value and interest rates. 
 Twenty-seven years and almost a million HECMs lat-
er, most of the people who played a role in the HECM’s 
creation have retired, but Szymanoski is still at HUD, 
serving as Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary for Eco-
nomic Affairs. 
 Reverse Mortgage magazine sat down with Ed to talk about 
his experiences and where he sees the program headed.

Reverse Mortgage: Tell us about the team who de-
veloped the HECM. How many people were assigned to 
the project, what were their backgrounds and what was 
your role? 

Ed Szymanoski: The statute re-
quired HUD to publish proposed 
regulations within nine months. The 
Office of Policy Development and 
Research was assigned this task and 
Judy May was put in charge of the 
development team. I was an econ-
omist in the housing finance area. 
Initially, it was Judy and me trying 
to get our arms around the dimensions of the problem 
and coming up with a structure for the loans and how they 
might work generally. I was tinkering with formulas that 
would later become the principal limit factor tables. Along 
the way we brought in staff from the legal department, 
Don Alexander and Mary Kay Roma, who played a big 
role in getting the rules out. And from the FHA program 
office, Patrick Quentin was tasked with writing the initial 
Handbook (4235.1). So it was a relatively small team but 
we brought in experts to help advise us. Judy would set up 
meetings with outside consultants from Fannie Mae and 
consumer advocates, like Ken Scholen, who played a big 
role getting the legislation passed. We managed to come 
up with a proposed rule within nine months and most of 
what we developed initially was contained in the final rule. 

RM: If you could go back and make one refinement to 
the HECM what would that be? 

ES: If you asked me that question five years ago, I would 
have said eliminating the servicing fee set aside. It was so 
confusing and a real headache for loan officers to explain 

Edward Szymanoski, HUD HECM Architect 
The world wants to emulate us   By Darryl Hicks

Talking Heads continued on page 8

Edward Szymanoski
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Talking
Heads

to potential clients. Even some of the program designers 
weren’t quite sure what it was. Knowing what I know to-
day, however, I think the bigger fix would have been to 
prohibit fixed-rate loans. When house prices collapsed, it 
was the fixed rate loans that exacerbated our portfolio loss-
es. There may have been less urgency to fix the program 
and make it sound again if we hadn’t insured fixed rate 
loans with full draw patterns, which wasn’t how we envi-
sioned the program in the first place. We felt it should pro-
vide a steady stream of income, through regular monthly 
payments or periodic draws on a line of credit, but not for 
the proceeds to be fully drawn upfront.  

RM: When Meg Burns (former Director of the Office 
of Single Family Program Development) left HUD, 
she said one of her regrets was never having had the 
chance to simplify the language of the HECM program. 
Maximum claim amount and principal limit are not 
everyday terms. Has the language of “Reverse Mortgagese” 
limited consumer interest in the program? 

ES: The terminology has no doubt caused some confu-
sion. Somehow the technical terms that we used during 
the development of the HECM program stuck. Original-
ly, we felt the program was going to be relatively simple 
to understand, because you had one factor, the principal 
limit factor, that governed the payout on your loan. The 
formulas were complicated, but we thought that having a 
single factor control payments would be considered rela-
tively simple, but complications arose with set-asides and 
other terminology that made it more difficult to explain 
to potential borrowers. Many insurance products, life in-
surance for example, can be difficult to comprehend, but 
I agree more could have been done to simplify the key 
features of the HECM. 

RM: One of your previous jobs was helping assess the 
economic value of future and past HECM books of busi-
ness and determining whether or not an appropriation 
from Congress was necessary to cover projected losses. 
Please share with our readers how that process works? 

ES: FHA must comply with the federal Credit Reform 
Act of 1990. This law modified prior budgeting practices 
whereby whole loans guaranteed by the federal govern-

ment were budgeted on a cash flow basis. So, in the early 
years of the loan, insurance premiums collected would be 
recognized in the budget and claims paid out would occur 
down the road and affect future budgets negatively. Pro-
grams looked good budget-wise initially, but then you had 
to account for the losses. The Credit Reform Act changed 
everything by requiring all future cash flows and losses to 
be accounted for on a net present basis in the year that 
the loan was endorsed. FHA models the performance of 
HECM loans (and regular FHA “forward” loans) based on 
current economic conditions and what future economic 
conditions are likely to be, so that we can estimate net 
cash flows over time. You are projecting as much as 30 
years into the future. Of course nobody really knows what 
will happen 30 years from now, but you do your best. If 
the sum of the net cash flows shows that you have enough 
revenue to cover all future outflows – and revenues are not 
just premiums collected but also recoveries of properties 
that are taken over and then resold – then you have a neg-
ative credit subsidy, which means that the book of busi-
ness more than pays for itself. But if there is a projected 
shortfall, then this is called a positive credit subsidy and 
the levers we have to offset projected positive credit sub-
sidies include modifying the underwriting policies (such 
as reducing principal limit factors) or the premium struc-
tures to get the subsidy down to zero or a negative number. 
Once a loan is insured by FHA, its credit subsidy is re-es-
timated each year the loan stays on the books. That’s the 
process that FHA goes through every budget cycle because 
economic conditions change from year to year. 

RM: How would you describe the current health of the 
HECM program?

ES: From the best information we have now the cur-
rent loans that we are making today are okay. That could 
change next year if the economy worsens. You have to look 
at the latest actuarial review to get an overall assessment of 
where the HECM portfolio stands. Between the economy 
improving and recent program changes – limiting upfront 
draws, raising insurance premiums when more than 60 
percent of the loan proceeds are taken upfront, and now 
financial assessment – all are helping improve the credit 
subsidy position of the program.

Talking Heads continued from page 7
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Talking
Heads

RM: The government funds thousands of social pro-
grams. The HECM program assists Americans through 
retirement, which is a major national concern. Why was 
it determined that the MMI Fund had to be net neutral? 
How was that decision made? 

ES: This is an interesting case because the Credit Reform 
Act does not envision there being an insurance program 
with reserves to handle future losses. So the MMI Fund op-
erates partly under another law passed in 1990, the Cran-
ston/Gonzales National Affordable Housing Act, which 
established the requirement that there be an actuarial re-
view of the MMI Fund and established a minimum target 
of holding reserves equal to 2% of the insurance in force. 
We manage the MMI Fund to both laws, one that says we 
need a minimum of 2% reserves, and the other that says 
each annual book of business has to be net neutral, which 
means it is self-sustaining each year. It’s a well-intentioned 
idea that forces the government to actively manage the risk 
in its loan programs. The downside is when you have an 
economic downturn, like we did a few years ago, it makes 
it difficult to comply with these laws without some fairly 
large program changes to maintain compliance. 

RM: We believe there is a critical need for additional research 
that shows the efficacy of reverse mortgages as a retirement 
planning tool. How can HUD assist the industry? 

ES: That process has already started. We partially fund-
ed research conducted by Ohio State University that has 
proven to be a successful model. The early results of that 
study have shown that HUD will benefit from the first-
year draw limits and financial assessment. We have another 
grant that is just getting underway with 
Columbia University that will focus 
on merging data from consumer credit 
reports with FHA’s administrative re-
cords so that we can examine a borrow-
er’s past credit history or financial posi-
tion coming into the loan. Through these research projects 
we expect to learn whether borrowers had high debt levels 
or special needs that led them to utilize HECM; we will 
begin to measure their outcomes; we can determine if they 
improved their credit standing, and whether they have 

found HECM to be beneficial. Anecdotally we have lots of 
stories from borrowers who say their lives have improved, 
but on a rigorous research level we need more work in that 
area. Between ongoing work at Ohio State and now with 
Columbia about to start we hope to improve our under-
standing of the social benefits of HECM, and where also 
we may have shortcomings that need to be addressed. 

RM: You have addressed many government bodies about 
the concept of equity release. Where do you think HECM 
and the U.S. reverse mortgage industry rank with other 
programs in the world?

ES: So many Asian countries have come to us to talk about 
the possibility of getting into this market, because they have 
rapidly aging populations. Populations are aging more rap-
idly in that part of the world than in the United States – and 
they recognize the strains that this is placing on their gov-
ernments and the need to provide for a social safety net for 
their elderly citizens. I think, however, that HECM remains 
far and away the most successful program internationally. 
Certainly no other has achieved the same scale. We think 
of HECM as a small-scale program, because it only has 2 
to 3 percent market penetration, but that is still a relatively 
large number compared to other nations. HECM is still the 
program most nations try to emulate. We have made great 
strides, whether it is managing cross-over risk (loan balance 
vs. property value) or expanding liquidity needs for lenders 
with the Ginnie Mae HMBS program. We often think of 
the government contribution to HECM as being just FHA, 
but it’s also the liquidity and what Ginnie Mae brings to 
the market. It’s probably better suited that Ginnie Mae is 
tapping the liquidity of Wall Street investors. That is a great 

accomplishment. HECM still needs to be refined as we go 
forward but that is a great combination of government pro-
viding the back stop on the credit risk side as well as the 
funding vehicle on the liquidity side. No other nation has 
been able to replicate that. 

So many Asian countries have come to us to talk about 
the possibility of getting into this market, because they 
have rapidly aging populations.

RM
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FOR THE PAST FEW YEARS, THE REVERSE MORTGAGE 
mortgage industry was stuck operating in the fog of reg-
ulatory changes. Though the wide consensus is that these 
changes improved the HECM program, they took time 
to navigate and implement and adapt to. The agendas of 
NRMLA’s most recent two annual meetings were, appro-
priately, largely focused on the changes.
 But the fog has lifted and the sun now shines on the vast 
ocean of possibilities. The improvements in the HECM 
program coincided with a new focus in American culture, 
government and business on its older citizens. Every day 
now there seems to be new evidence—products, programs, 
movies—that the American conversation is shifting from 
youth culture to the needs of aging.
 At NRMLA’s 2015 Annual Meeting & Expo in San 
Francisco in November, the theme was The Golden Gate to 
Retirement Security: Reverse Mortgages and Funding Longev-
ity, and the agenda focused on how the improved HECM 
can contribute to a more secure retirement and, as a result, 
a more secure society.
 Some highlights:

HUD Official to Reverse Mortgage Lenders: 
HECM Program on Solid Ground 
 On the same day that the Secretary of Housing and 
Urban Development announced that the Federal Housing 
Administration’s Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund is in the 
black for the first time since 2008, Kathleen Zadareky, Dep-
uty Assistant Secretary for Single Family Housing and the 
official who oversees daily operations of FHA’s HECM pro-
gram, told attendees, “Positive gains in the HECM program 
are a large part of the reason why the MMI is sufficiently 
capitalized at just over the 2% ratio mandated by Congress 
ahead of expectations.” 
 Zadareky cautioned the industry not to take the gains for 
granted though, because a pattern has emerged of HECM 
contributing or taking away from the positive performance 
of the fund. “FHA is mindful of this and we’ll continue 
to consider actions we can and should take to manage the 

volatility of the program,” she said.
 Zadareky also discussed how recently implemented 
changes, such as financial assessment and new rules for 
non-borrowing spouses, are making FHA-backed reverse 
mortgages more sustainable for borrowers without signifi-
cantly limiting accessibility to these loans.
 She expressed great appreciation to NRMLA for ac-
cepting the changes and working to implement them in a 
way that helps borrowers and makes sense for the industry.

HUD Staff Present HECM Program Updates 
 It is still too early to know the full impact that program 
changes, like financial assessment, will have on the HECM 
program, but gains in the Mutual Mortgage Insurance 
Fund show that some of the new policies are already having 
a positive effect.
 That’s according to Karin Hill, Senior Policy Advisor 
for the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
 The overall reduction in the number of full-cash draws 
at closing is directly related to the positive actuarial review, 
said Hill. The data shows that since 2013, when HUD intro-
duced a new mortgage insurance premium structure based 
on draw percentages, 63% of HECM borrowers taking a 
variable rate loan drew 60% or less of their available proceeds 
in the first year compared to 55% in 2014 and 46% in 2013.
 “HUD ‘s priority is to ensure that the HECM program 
is a sustainable solution for the borrower. We want bor-
rowers to have long-term access to home equity to support 
their ability to age in place, and to move away from using 
the program as a crisis management tool,” said Hill.

Reverse Mortgage Professionals 
Offer Helping Hand to Area Seniors
 Members of the industry focused on supporting senior home-
ownership shared a meaningful connection with hundreds of 
senior citizens who live in the single residency occupancy hotels 
and homeless shelters of San Francisco’s Tenderloin District.
 More than 70 members of NRMLA spent Sunday 
morning, November 14, preparing meals, distributing 

The Fog Lifts in San Francisco
NRMLA 2015 Annual Meeting Report
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Thanksgiving grocery bags, and socializing at the Curry 
Senior Center on Turk Street, only a few blocks from the 
hotel where the trade association’s Annual Meeting began.
 Longtime Curry resident Diane Evans said that when 
people come to visit and volunteer at the center, it reminds 
seniors that they are not forgotten and not thrown away.
 The Curry Center provides at-risk and very low-in-
come seniors in need with a wide range of integrated 
services, including health care, housing, nutrition, and a 
strong sense of community. Each year, Curry serves more 
than 50,000 breakfasts and 60,000 lunches to older adults 
who struggle to find the resources to meet their daily 
needs. Curry’s director of development, Tod Thorpe, said 
that NRMLA’s service project was the largest volunteer ef-

fort held at the center and that he hopes more groups will 
follow the association’s lead. 

NRMLA Honors Industry Pioneers
 At NRMLA’s Annual Business Meeting, President & 
CEO Peter Bell recognized the distinguished careers of Jef-
frey Taylor and Sherry Apanay by bestowing each with a 
Career Achievement Award.
 Taylor is the founding chairman of NRMLA who ran 
the reverse mortgage program at Wells Fargo Home Mort-
gage for many years and currently sits on the Board of Di-
rectors for ReverseVision. Sherry Apanay started her career 
in the reverse mortgage industry 23 years ago with Unity 
Mortgage Corporation, serves on NRMLA’s Board of Di-
rectors, and is currently responsible for all reverse mortgage 
sales channels for Finance of America Reverse, LLC. 
 “NRMLA would not exist had it not been for Jeff Taylor,”
said Bell, during the concluding session at this year’s An-
nual Meeting & Expo. “And everything I know about
reverse mortgages and the business itself can be attributed 
to Sherry. I am honored to recognize these two industry 
pioneers who have given so much to NRMLA and the reverse 
mortgage industry over the past 20+ years.” RM

RM

70 NRMLA volunteers cooked and served breakfast.
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AT THE NOVEMBER NRMLA ANNUAL MEETING IN 
San Francisco, Dr. Stephanie Moulton unveiled a sneak 
peak at the long awaited results of the Aging in Place re-
verse mortgage survey. The survey is one component of a 
multi-phase research project being conducted by research-
ers at The Ohio State University, in partnership with the 
nonprofit ClearPoint Credit Counseling Solutions, with 
funding from The MacArthur Foundation and the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
The study combines administrative data from households 
who have been counseled for reverse mortgages, HUD loan 
data for households who obtained HECMs, and now sur-
vey data collected on households three to nine years after 
receiving counseling for a reverse mortgage. 
 The Aging in Place Survey was administered in phases 
from January 2014 through July 2015. The sample popu-
lation includes households who had been counseled for a 
reverse mortgage by ClearPoint Credit Counseling Solutions 
from 2006 to 2011, including (1) those who were counseled 
and decided not to take out a reverse mortgage; (2) those 
who were counseled and took out a reverse mortgage; (3) and 
those who were counseled and have since terminated their 
reverse mortgage. 
 The detailed survey includes questions about consum-
ers’ experiences with reverse mortgages, as well as general 
questions on household financial well-being, living condi-
tions and personal health. A complete survey report detail-
ing responses to more than 50 questions will be released at 
the end of the month and covered in the March issue of 
Reverse Mortgage Magazine. Below is a highlight of some of 
the findings. 

Borrower and non-borrower status of 
survey respondents
 Complete survey data was available for 1,761 consum-
ers. The average survey respondent was 70 years old at the 
time of counseling, and about one-third of respondents 
were single, female-headed households. A total of 68% 
obtained and retained their reverse mortgage (N=1,192). 
About 6% obtained a reverse mortgage, but had terminated 

it by the time of the survey (N=102). Reasons for termi-
nation included sale of the home, which was the most 
frequently provided reason for termination, refinancing it 
to another reverse mortgage, repaying or refinancing it with 
a non-reverse mortgage loan, and foreclosure. About one 
quarter of respondents did not obtain a reverse mortgage 
after completing counseling (N=467). 

Primary reasons for seeking a reverse mortgage 
 The survey questionnaire provided a list of ten reasons 
for why an older adult might have originally considered ob-
taining a reverse mortgage. Most study participants selected 
several reasons and 15% provided another reason outside 
the list. The most commonly chosen reason, selected by 
41%, was to gain extra income for everyday expenses (other 
than health needs). Second was to pay off mortgage debt 
(38%) and to pay of non-mortgage debt (such as credit 
cards, personal loans, and other debts; 25%). Other initial 
plans for the reverse mortgage loan were to pay for home 
improvements (23%), to provide financial help for family 
members (18%) and to postpone using other sources of 
retirement income (15%), and to pay for ongoing health 
or disability-related expenses (14%). About 10% of respon-
dents selected reverse mortgage as a means to lock in home 
equity in case of declining housing prices and fewer than 
10% were planning to afford a big purchase (such as a car 
or vacation) or to purchase a new property.

SNEAK PREVIEW OF NEW RESEARCH: 

Aging in Place
Analyzing the Use of Reverse Mortgages to Preserve Independent Living   
By Stephanie Moulton, Caezilia Loibl and Donald Haurin (The Ohio State University)  

Table 1 Survey Respondent Status    
Status of Reverse Mortgage N %
Did not obtain 467 27%
Obtained, retained 1,192 68%
Obtained, terminated 102 6%

Sold home 46 45%
Refinanced to another RM 28 27%
Refinanced with non-RM loan 19 19%
Foreclosed 7 7%
Other 2 2%

Sample Size 1,761 100%
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Satisfaction with different aspects of life
 On the survey, consumers were asked about their satis-
faction with different areas of their lives as of today—three 
to nine years after receiving counseling for a reverse mort-
gage. On average, reverse mortgage borrowers significantly 
are more satisfied with particular areas of their lives than 
non-borrowers, including the condition of their inhabi-
tance, their daily life and leisure activities, family life and 
their present financial situation. 

Further key findings

• Reverse mortgage borrowers in this survey expressed 
satisfaction with their decision to obtain a reverse 
mortgage. On a scale from 1=very dissatisfied to 
5=very satisfied, respondents who retained their 
reverse mortgage scored 4.2 and those who termi-

nated their 
reverse mort-
gage scored 4.0. 
Respondents who 
decided against 
obtaining a 
reverse mortgage 
scored 3.6 on 
this satisfaction 
measure.

•  Almost half,  
47%, said that 
the money lasted
about the 
amount of time 
they anticipated, 
about 21% said

it lasted it lasted shorter, and 11% said it lasted 
longer than expected. 

• Study participants who decided against a reverse 
mortgage after the mandatory counseling session 
indicated three top reasons for this decision: a desire 
to own their home completely, free of any mortgag-
es; the understanding that the amount of money 
from a reverse mortgage was too small; and finding

another way to 
meet financial 
needs. Each of 
these three items 
was selected by 
about a third of 
the study respon-
dents (32%). 

•  Most survey par-
ticipants reported 
being current on 
their property tax-
es. Respondents 
not obtaining a 
reverse mortgage

were more than twice as likely to report being past 
due on property taxes—5% compared to 2% of ac-
tive reverse mortgage borrowers. The average amount 
overdue ranged from $1,449 (active borrowers) to 
$4,221 (non-borrowers).

Table 6.1 Satisfaction with Different Aspects of Life, Average Ratings      
         ANOVA test of 
        different mean 
(1: Not at all satisfied-5: Did not  Obtained and Obtained then satisfaction by 
Completely satisfied) obtain RM  retained RM terminated status: Prob > F
Life overall 3.61 3.71 3.73 0.22
Condition of inhabitance 3.87 4.14 4.01 0.00
City or town of inhabitance 4.00 4.10 4.09 0.17
Daily life and leisure activities 3.65 3.77 3.88 0.05
Family life 3.83 3.98 3.92 0.03
Present financial situation 2.97 3.19 3.31 0.00
Health 3.39 3.42 3.30 0.59

Table 2 Primary Reasons for Considering a Reverse Mortgage     
  Did not  Obtained and Obtained then 
(Select all that apply) obtain RM  retained RM terminated RM TOTAL
Pay off mortgage 42% 38% 24% 38%
Pay off non-mortgage debt 22% 27% 22% 25%
Health or disability expenses 13% 14% 23% 14%
Home improvements 27% 22% 21% 23%
Everyday expenses 39% 42% 36% 41%
Big purchase 6% 6% 6% 6%
Financial help to family 18% 19% 18% 18%
Postpone other retirement income 17% 15% 10% 15%
Purchase new property 5% 3% 5% 4%
Other 13% 16% 18% 15%
Lock-in home equity 12% 9% 6% 10%
Don’t Know/Refuse/Missing 4% 2% 4% 2%
Sample size 467 1,192 102 1,761
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NO ONE WILL DENY THAT THE REVERSE MORTGAGE   
is a complex product with a lot of moving parts. It there-
fore stands to reason that any entity that can simplify, 
organize and unify all of those parts ought to do well.
 The proof of that hypothesis is ReverseVision, the soft-
ware company headquartered in San Diego, CA, that was 
recently named to Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500 as one of 
the fastest growing companies in North America.
 Founded in 2007, ReverseVision focuses exclusively on 
software and technology for the reverse mortgage industry 
and has become that industry’s leading software applica-
tion provider:

• More reverse mortgages run through its flagship
product RV Exchange (RVX) than all other loan 
origination systems combined.

• An integrated product, RV Doc Composer, 
generates compliant applications and closing pack-
ages for the majority of the reverse market. 

• RV Integrated (RVI) connects vendor services like
appraisals and title, and updates orders in real-time 
throughout the loan cycle within RVX. 

• There is also RV Database and RV Sales Excelerator.

 ReverseVision uses the SaaS model (Software as a Ser-
vice), meaning that the applications are hosted by a vendor 
or service provider and made available to customers over a 
network. This provides several important features to its me-
dium to large organization customer base. Service and sup-
port are easier and more direct, updates can be implemented 
instantly across the board, collaboration between parties is 
facilitated and each user always has the same version. 
 The key to the success of RVX and its related products 
is in the concentration on the entire workflow. The relat-
ed programs take and track the reverse mortgage/HECM 
process from origination to closing and even beyond, 
and through all of the steps in between, with no need for 
double entering and no duplication of effort. Whether the 
user is a bank or credit union, broker or lender, correspon-
dent, underwriter, financial analyst, appraiser, investor, 
servicer or even a potential borrower, ReverseVision makes 
it possible to share the same file from beginning to end, 
with each party adding its own input.
  “There are some fairly simple and classic reasons for 
our place in the market,” suggests President and CEO 
John Button. “We try to make it easy for people to get 

ReverseVision Organizes 
Your Process 
The complexity of creating simplicity  By Mark Olshaker

Reverse Vision continued on page 16
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Reverse Vision continued from page 15

into the product. It’s complete: ev-
erything you need to use is there, 
and it’s designed so you never have 
to type the same thing twice. And 
integrated into the system is the Ex-
change concept that allows two or 
more companies to work together. It 
is exactly one-stop shopping, as com-
plete as we can possibly make it.”
 That effort is ongoing at ReverseVision. Updates and 
improvements are undertaken on a continuous basis and 
are informed by three sources. “We get quite a bit of feed-
back from meetings we attend and support activities. 
We, also, pay close attention to the regulatory environ-
ment, because any change or new rule will prompt some-
thing new. And we closely monitor the usage patterns of 
our customers.”
 Button, formerly CEO for Del Mar DataTrac, an in-
novator in mortgage lending automation, and an entre-
preneur and investor in business-to-business technologies, 
was brought in when ReverseVision was acquired in 2012 
by TVC Capital, a San Diego-based private equity firm. 
Two years later, the company was added to the SourceMe-
dia Mortgage Technology Magazine Top 50 Service Pro-
viders List, marking the first time a reverse-specific lending 
technology appeared on this forward-centric directory.
 The system is designed to work even if not everyone 
in the process is a ReverseVision customer. “Any firm can 
purchase our software and have a direct relationship with 
us,” Button explains. “But they can also sublicense the 
limited capacity that they need, so that each can support 
all of their clients and associates.”
 Last year’s HUD changes in Financial Assessment re-
quirements represented a large change in the products. 
“We spent a lot of hours in new software development,” 
Button recalls. “We needed new logic, new data screens 

and new additions of credit reporting services to the RVX 
platform. When you change one aspect of the loan pro-
cess, it has a ripple effect that is far-reaching in terms of 
interacting with other parties and reporting all the way 
down the line.”
 As one example, ReverseVision recently announced a 
new credit report partnership with Certified Credit Re-
porting, the latest in a series of such integrations into the 
RVX system. “We provide a lot of data that is material to 
the underwriter,” Button states. “We enter it and parse it 
out so that it is easy to use.”
 ReverseVision offers an array of consulting activities, in-
cluding RV Professional Services, which helps organizations 
optimize its products, particularly RVX, to their individual 
situations. It also offers Financial Assessment Training and 
RV University, presenting courses for NMLS credit, CRMP 
credit and HECM-oriented mortgage education.
 In a business in which few entities see the process from 
beginning to end, Button feels ReverseVision can serve as 
an ambassador for the industry. “We’re at the tail end of 
three significant developments: the HECM 60% first-year 
limit, the non-borrowing spouse provision, and financial 
assessment. It’s therefore not surprising that there’s been 
a lot of change and redirected marketing in how you sell 
to individual borrowers.” He feels that the new rules have 
opened the door to financial institutions that have left the 
industry or avoided it up until now and that volume across 
the industry is primed to expand.
 As a result, “We have increased the time, money and 
energy we spend evangelizing,” he says.
 Wendy Peel, Vice President of 
Sales and Marketing, says, “Just 
about every day I’m on a new call 
with a new bank. We think of this 
as presenting a full picture of what 
is out there and helping banks with 
customer retention: serving bor-
rowers where they are in life. Baby Wendy Peel

John Button

The ReverseVision Team
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boomers are getting older and increasingly recognizing 
they need to do something.”
 Leading a company that constantly strives to adapt to the 
existing business landscape and innovate for the next chapter, 
Button defines three main thrusts for ReverseVision:
 In an exercise of enlightened self-interest, the leader-
ship wants to help the industry grow. A key focus will be 
on the banks Peel referred to. “I would expect the smaller 
institutions and community banks to come in first because 
they’re more nimble. Then the larger ones could follow 
once they’re not feeling the reputational risk that they 
would have had in the past. And, of course, this will drive 
some additional changes in our product.”
 Second: “We still see a lot of need in the existing pro-
cess. The industry’s Number One challenge is sales and 
marketing: to help more people crisply understand how 
this product is designed to help seniors age in place and can 
benefit their situation.” Button foresees new applications 
that can explain the process to potential borrowers and help 
them see clearly whether a HECM is right for them.
 In that regard, on January 20-22, 2016, ReverseVision 
will hold its first user conference, at the Sheraton San Diego 

Hotel and Marina. Featuring attorney, financial planner 
and taxation expert Jamie Hopkins as keynote speaker, 
User Con 2016 will feature a variety of general sessions 
and career tracks for reverse mortgage executives, loan offi-
cers, account executives, administrators – primarily geared 
toward sales and marketing, as well as financial planning 
strategies and critical issues in compliance.
 Notes Peel, “It’s not so much about how to use our 
product, but why.”
 The third thrust will come when banks and other finan-
cial institutions and entities add reverse mortgages to their 
existing portfolios of equities and other investments. “This 
could trigger more changes and new products,” says Button. 
 One thing on which ReverseVision will always con-
centrate is the user experience. “As we’re a hosted solution, 
it is ready ‘right out of the box,’” he comments. “That 
said, there are a lot of decisions a lender or other customer 
should make that determines how the program will work. 
In that way, it tailors to each person’s individual needs.”
 And as Button stresses, the relationship goes both 
ways. “Learning from the customer – this is what we like 
most.” RM
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Thank you, Sue Brown: 
HECM Counseling Advocate Retires  
 Sue Brown, Vice President of Reverse 
Mortgage Counseling at Clearpoint 
Credit Counseling Solutions, Atlanta, 
GA, retired on December 31.
 Brown managed the reverse mort-
gage counseling program at CredAbil-
ity, which merged with Clearpoint 
in 2013. She played an instrumental 
role over the past decade working with 
HUD, NRMLA and other stakeholders to enhance HECM 
counseling policies. She also played an active role in the
development of the Certified Reverse Mortgage Professional 
(CRMP) designation and continues to serve on the Inde-
pendent Certification Committee, which administers the 
CRMP program.
 “I have enjoyed my nearly 20 years in the credit counsel-
ing industry and particularly appreciate all of my work with 
everyone at NRMLA,” said Brown. “It has been a pleasure to 
work with a group of people supporting such positive efforts 
in an increasingly important industry.”
 Brown hopes to remain semi-active in the reverse mort-
gage space and offer assistance on the ICC and other coun-
seling activities. We wish Brown the best of luck as she begins 
this new stage of her life. 

SingleSource Property Solutions
Merges with iMortgage Services 
 SingleSource Prop-
erty Solutions, a nation-
al provider of valuation, 
REO, title and proper-
ty preservation services, 
has integrated iMort-
gage Services with its operations. iMortgage Services is a Pitts-

burgh-based firm whose capabilities include appraisal man-
agement, as well as title and settlement services. The merged 
company keeps the SingleSource Property Solutions name and 
is based in Canonsburg, PA, 20 miles south of Pittsburgh.  
 Brian Uffelman, previously CEO of iMortgage Services, 
becomes chairman of the board, Brian Cullen remains CEO 
of the new SingleSource, Andre Lacouture remains president 
and Ed Austin, iMortgage Services’ chief operating officer 
and chief marketing officer, becomes SingleSource’s chief op-
erating officer. SingleSource Property Solutions now employs 
nearly 300 people, and the management teams from both 
companies remain intact.

LRES Names New REO Manager of 
Asset Management 
 LRES, a national REO and 
appraisal management compa-
ny, promoted  Molly Merchant 
as its new REO manager of as-
set management. 
 In this role, Merchant manages various employee rela-
tions activities including staffing, training and policy and 
procedure implementation in order to drive client satisfaction 
in the Asset Management/REO department for LRES. Mer-
chant also ensures smooth management of every stage of the 
REO process, including ordering the BPO; listing/marketing 
the property; negotiating offers; and effectively working with 
attorneys, clients, buyers and title companies in order to ob-
tain a successful close of escrow. 
 Merchant has extensive experience in the management of 
REO liquidation and loan servicing process. Prior to her new 
position with LRES, Merchant held the position as a title 
and closing specialist for the company. She has also served 
as a rate lock and UW support supervisor and an REO unit 
supervisor for JP Morgan Chase. Prior to that, she served as a 
senior REO manager for Citi Residential Lending, Inc. 

Sue Brown

Member News

RM

Balanced Viewpoint (cont.) from page 5

 We, in the reverse mortgage business, however, need the 

government involved and actively engaged. Without FHA’s 

insurance on mortgages and GNMA’s guarantee on securi-

ties, we would be nowhere.

 So, if you believe in the concept of government sup-

port for housing, if you believe FHA is a vital component 

of our housing finance system, if you believe FHA’s credit 

enhancement is essential to the reverse mortgage industry, 

you must take the time to understand exactly where candi-

dates stand on this critical issue before you give them your 

support. When you pull that lever in the voting booth, in 

the upcoming primaries or next November, make sure the 

candidate you support is committed to sustaining FHA. It’s 

not a topic many politicians talk about, but you must en-

gage them in doing so. Your future depends upon it. RM
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CRMP:
Across the 

Kitchen Table

THINK OF HOW AN EAGLE SCOUT EMBODIES THE 
entire scouting program, or how the accomplishments of 
PhDs distinguish their universities, or SEALS epitomize the 
U.S.Navy. Think of how an institution’s exemplars become 
the public image of its values and commitment to excellence.
 The Certified Reverse Mortgage Professional (CRMP) 
certification was envisioned by NRMLA as that standard 
of excellence within the reverse mortgage industry, with 
wide significance for public trust of the program, industry 
relations with regulators and legislators, and as a pathway 
for demonstrating personal accomplishment as a competi-
tive advantage for individuals and their companies.
 “We were intent on creating a Certification that is rigid 
enough to demand the respect of professionals and gov-
ernment officials and the confidence of America’s seniors,” 
says Peter Bell, President & CEO of the National Reverse 
Mortgage Lenders Association.
 Authorized by its Board of Directors in 2009, NRMLA 
resolved that this would not be an empty certification destined 
for the dubious alphabet soup of trailing initials. Engaging with 
a psychonometric consulting company, Professional Test-
ing, Inc. NRMLA embarked on a detailed process to assure:

• Fairness of the procedures associated with granting, 
 maintaining, suspending and removing the certification 
• Adequacy of requirements for qualifying and main-
 taining the certification 
• Assurances that the public trust is served through the
 certification program 
• Credibility in the administration and maintenance of
 the program. 

 To oversee the program, NRMLA authorized an In-
dependent Certification Committee (ICC) charged with 
drafting by-laws, electing officers, establishing commit-
tees, publishing policies and procedures, approving edu-
cational courses, writing an examination, and establishing 
a scaled score methodology. The ICC would work closely 
with Professional Testing, Inc. to assure program content 
validity as demonstrated by a comprehensive job task anal-

Exemplars   By Brett Kirkpatrick

ysis conducted and analyzed by experts, with data gathered 
from stakeholders in the industry.
 Ultimately, NRMLA will seek “certification for the certifi-
cation” by submitting an application to the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) for impartial, third-party validation 
that the program has met recognized national and international 
credentialing industry standards for development, implementa-
tion, and maintenance of certification programs.
 And none too soon. In April 2013, the CFPB released its 
report: Senior Designations for Financial Advisers: Reducing Con-
sumer Confusion and Risks thereby giving notice that it was study-
ing possible abuses and would issue requirements for third-party 
validation of credentialing programs (such as ANSI validation, 
above). State attorneys general are pursuing similar standards.
 NRMLA supports individuals who have earned the des-
ignation in multiple ways.
• On the consumer website (reversemortgage.org) there 

are multiple links to a CRMP information page; a click 
box on the home page featuring the CRMP logo and 
advising “Work with a Certified Reverse Mortgage 
Professional; a state-by-state listing of originators who 
have earned the certification; and a lender search that 
highlights designees with the CRMP logo and legend.

• At NRMLA conferences, designees are listed in the 
program, display the logo on their name badges, wear a 
lapel pin, are honored with a luncheon, and are frequent-
ly showcased on panels or other conference sessions.

• Media frequently approach NRMLA wishing to 
interview local seniors or originators – and the CRMP 
roster is a trusted resource for both.

• NRMLA highlights new CRMPs individually in its
Weekly Update, in the Reverse Mortgage magazine, and in 
its regular feature in the monthly Reverse Review magazine.

 Individuals interested in earning the designation certifi-
cation can visit the member website (nrmlaonline.org) for 
detailed information.
 NRMLA has created the opportunity, The next step is 
yours. RM
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ACCORDING TO THE CHINESE ZODIAC, 2015 WAS    
the Year of The Sheep, which means that those born into 
the world during the rural calendar year share the qualities 
of a soft, cuddly animal more likely to follow the crowd 
than to take the lead. Fortunately for the reverse mort-
gage industry, NRMLA was formed in 1997, the year of 
The Ox, the confident bovine respected for its tenacity, 
strength, and assertiveness.  
 Throughout the Year of The Sheep, NRMLA, the ox, 
pushed forward on all fronts to optimize the reverse mort-
gage market for industry professionals and for borrowers. 
In some cases that meant submitting formal comments 
to our regulators at HUD and CFPB regarding proposed 

rules, in others it meant publishing member alerts, lead-
ing webinars and educational opportunities, launching a 
new member website, engaging academics to consider new
research on loan outcomes, or meeting with journalists to 
dispel myths about the product. 
 With every activity, NRMLA leaders focused on 
eliminating obstacles that ultimately make it harder for 
seniors to take advantage of the only financial product 
that enables them to tap into their home equity without 
making a monthly payment for as long as they live in 
their home.     
 Here’s a visual breakdown of NRMLA’s achievements 
in 2015:
 

NRMLA 2015: The Year in Review  
Our Year of the Ox  By Jenny Werwa
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NRMLA 2015: 

The Year in Numbers

Under the leadership of NRMLA's 
hardworking Committee Chairs and 
members, the association submitted 

10 comment letters to HUD, CFPB, 
GNMA, the OCC, The Federal Reserve 

Board, The FDIC and the National 
Credit Union Administration

Number of 
Government Speakers 

who Presented 
Keynote Speeches or 
Served as Panelists at 

NRMLA events in 2015
2

3

4

1

47 Weekly Reports 6 Issues Reverse Mortgage Magazine

5 Member Alerts 2 Ethics Advisories

Member CommunicationsComment Letters to Regulators

1,339 Attendees at NRMLA Meetings and
Events

Annual Meeting = 635

Western Regional = 236

Eastern Regional = 265

Financial Assessment Workshops = 203

9

CFPB

HUD

GNMA

35
Total number of sessions 

offered at NRMLA 
meetings in 2015

Year at NRMLA continued on page 22



93%
93% of media coverage about 

reverse mortgages was positive 
or neutral in the second half of 

2015, according to the PR 
NewsWire monitoring service.

NRMLA distributed 
10 press releases 

and statements in 
2015 to a potential 

audience of 
170,288,344 people 1

4

Reverse Mortgages 
In the News

Sentiment of News Coverage

Positive 31.04% Neutral 62.24% Negative 4.21%

N/A 2.51%

5,000+
about RMs

News Stories

Top stories from 2015 included: MarketWatch-November 11, 2015-How to use a reverse mortgage to 
protect your retirement income • Dallas Morning News-October 27, 2015-Do reverse mortgages help 

out? • Forbes-October 7, 2015-Reverse Mortgages Can Be a Retiree’s Saving Grace • Fox News-
August 22, 2015-How to Have a Successful Reverse Mortgage Story • Big Money Real Estate-August 
8, 2015-Seniors Struggle to Understand Reverse Mortgages • WFTS Action News (ABC News/Tampa 

Bay)-July 28, 2015-Reverse Mortgages Have Changed Over the Years. Is It For the Better? • USA 
Today-July 25, 2015-Is a Reverse Mortgage Right for You? • OnWallStreet-July 24, 2015-Dispelling 

Reverse Mortgage Myths • Bipartisan Policy Center-July 7, 2015-Home Equity: Savings for 
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93%
93% of media coverage about 

reverse mortgages was positive 
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170,288,344 people 1
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NRMLA 2015: 

New This Year

The Education Committee was 
formed to create a better 

understanding of the reverse 
mortgage product by building quality 

educational resources and making 
them available to industry members, 

affiliates, and consumers

We welcomed 23 

new CRMPs

113

NRMLAonline.org 
got a makeover!

Education Committee

NRMLA Research 
Advisory Board

NRMLA convened the first meeting 
of our Research Advisory Board this 

fall. Academics from MIT, the Boston 
College Center for Retirement 

Studies, UC Berkeley, Columbia, and 
Ohio State University came together 

to discuss opportunities to 
encourage more research on reverse 

mortgages.

The NRMLA Board approved a 
new PR Campaign to educate 

consumers and the media about 
the features and benefits of 

reverse mortgages. The Campaign 
kicked off in June with the hiring 

of an in-house PR Director and 
runs until June 2016.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEV-
elopment’s regulatory reform efforts to strengthen the 
Home Equity Conversion Mortgage program and Mutu-
al Mortgage Insurance (MMI) Fund have predominantly 
focused on the origination side of the business. Financial 
assessment and upfront draw limitations are two examples.
On April 23, 2015, days before financial assessment took 
effect, HUD published Mortgagee Letter 2015-11, which 
implemented new loan administration policies, procedures 
and timelines for identifying and curing HECM loans clas-
sified as being in technical default for non-payment of prop-
erty taxes, homeowners insurance or other property charges.
 This directive imposed a deadline of October 26, 
2015, later delayed until January 18, 2016, for servicers to 
bring their portfolios into compliance with the new rules 
by requiring repayment plans to bring the loans current or 
requesting acceleration of the loan from HUD. 
 Housing counselors, loan officers and other support 
staff make every effort during the origination process to 
ensure HECM borrowers understand their obligations un-
der the mortgage contract.
 Financial assessment has helped identify individuals 
who pose a high risk of defaulting on their loans, and 
therefore may require a set-aside – yet life events occur 
after a loan closes which cause consumers to miss tax pay-
ments or insurance policies to lapse.
 Servicing experts discussed the policy changes con-
tained in Mortgagee Letter 2015-11, and offered guidance 
to loan originators on what they can be doing to properly 
inform their clients, at NRMLA’s 2015 Annual Meeting & 
Expo in San Francisco. 
 Leslie Flynn, Senior Vice President at Reverse Mort-
gage Solutions, Spring, Texas, explained to attendees that 
reverse mortgage servicers use third-party tracking services 
to ensure borrowers pay property taxes and renew insur-
ance policies on time, and that proper levels of insurance 
coverage are being maintained on the properties. 
 Borrowers are alerted multiple times by their servicers 
when tax and insurance payments are due. If these prop-

erty charges are not paid on time, servicers must use re-
verse mortgage funds to pay them. If the borrower has no 
funds remaining in his or her account, the servicer pays 
the property charges on the borrower’s behalf and the loan 
is classified as being in technical default.     
 When a tax or insurance payment is made, Mortgagee 
Letter 2015-11 requires the servicer to submit a due and 
payable request to HUD within 30 days.
 A “Property Charge Delinquency Letter” is sent to the 
borrower explaining that they are in violation of the loan 
agreement for failing to pay their taxes, that they need to 
respond to the Letter immediately, and the loan will be 
considered due and payable if the situation is not resolved 
within 30 days by either paying the servicing advance in 
full or establishing a repayment plan. If they need assis-
tance, a list of specially trained housing counselors and 
repayment options is provided.
 The communications process is similar when insurance 
coverage lapses. “Servicers send the same proactive letter 
informing borrowers that their policy is set to expire,” said 
Flynn. “We send another letter on the expiration date. 
Thirty-five days after expiration, the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau requires servicers to send a letter stating 
that the servicer has purchased lender-placed insurance to 
continue coverage on the property.”
 Borrowers who fail to respond to the Property Charge 
Delinquency Letter receive a visit from a property inspec-
tor sent by the servicer to ascertain whether the individual 
is still residing in the home. If the borrower can offer proof 
of payment, such as a cancelled check, the servicer will not 
charge the homeowner any fees incurred on their behalf 
and the loan will resume its normal status.   
 Mortgagee Letter 2015-11 impacts new and existing 
loans. Loan originators may get calls from past clients who 
say their servicer is getting more aggressive. Flynn said ser-
vicing rules have been clarified and timelines detailed. The 
rules are the same for everybody, said Flynn, and servicers 
need to bring their portfolios into compliance by January 
18, 2016. On that date, everybody who has not paid their 

Ushering Clients
Through Loss Mitigation
HUD’s New Policies and Timelines   By Darryl Hicks
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taxes and insurance will experience one of two outcomes: 
they will either be on a repayment plan, or their loan will 
be submitted to HUD for acceleration approval. 
 Servicers pursue different options to cure defaults. In 
markets where property values have risen, refinancing the 
reverse mortgage may be an option. California and Florida 
have established pilot programs using federal “hardest hit” 
funds that provide forgivable loans – in the case of Califor-
nia up to $25,000 – to pay back taxes or insurance policies 
paid on their behalf. “It is not a handout,” said Flynn, “If 
the homeowner is unable to show that they can afford to 
live in the property, then they may not qualify.”
 Servicers can also investigate repayment plans or “at risk 
extensions.” 
 When devising a repayment plan, servicers must per-
form a financial assessment, looking at the HECM borrow-
er’s income and expenses and calculating residual income.  
Repayment plans can last up to five years, but if the borrow-
er does not have the financial resources to make restitution 
within the allowed timeframe, then the only remaining op-
tion, other than requesting due and payable approval, is an 
at-risk extension. 

 These extensions are granted by HUD under limited 
circumstances. The youngest borrower must be at least 80 
years old and there must be a critical circumstance, such 
as a terminal illness, substantiated long-term physical dis-
ability or terminal family member being cared for in the 
home. If the at-risk extension is granted, the borrower(s) 
can continue living in the property. 
 After 12 months, the servicer must check back and re-
confirm eligibility. If the borrower’s health has improved, 
then the extension can be revoked and foreclosure pro-
ceedings may commence.
 It is quite possible that some seniors will unfortunately 
have their loans called due and payable because of these 
HUD clarifications. However, because they no longer have 
the ability to pay their taxes and insurance, these seniors 
have demonstrated that they no longer have the financial 
capacity to continue living in their homes and alternative 
options need to be explored. 
 By carefully explaining these new due and payable and 
loss mitigation policies and requirements, loan originators 
can help ensure client’s expectations are more properly 
aligned with the servicing practices.

 On your journey to success, 
partner with a guide 
who knows the terrain.
Ask about RMS Marketplace –Your guide to Reverse Mortgage Lending

• Proprietary Originations Platform
• Personalized Marketing Materials
• Client-focused Account Executives
• Comprehensive Onboard Training
• Ongoing Education Courses

 FIND OUT MORE TODAY. 
 888-348-5710

partners.rmsnav.comNMLS ID 107636
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6:45am: At 6:45 am Sarah Cava-
naugh, Quality Assurance Officer,  
at 1st Reverse Mortgage USA sits in 
her home office in Seattle, Washing-
ton overlooking trees, listening to the 
pitter patter of raindrops and checking 
her email. This morning Cavanaugh 
is catching up on emails she missed 
while traveling. Normally, Cavanaugh 
telecommutes from her home office, but one week a month 
she travels to her company’s main office in Lakewood, Col-
orado where she has an office overlooking the Rocky Moun-
tains and gets some face-to-face time with peers on the man-
agement team and office staff. She also spends one day out of 
that week, at 1st Reverse Mortgage USA’s parent company 
Cherry Creek Mortgage Co., Inc.’s headquarters in Denver, 
meeting with its legal and compliance team discussing licens-
ing matters, regulatory issues and quality control.

7:00-7:30: Around 7:00 am Cavanaugh pauses briefly to 
see her son and husband off before promptly returning to 
the task at hand. Cavanaugh has been in the reverse mort-
gage business for 24 years with an extensive background in 
virtually every aspect of the industry. She has been with 1st 
Reverse Mortgage USA for five years, the last two-and-a- 
half as a compliance officer. Her favorite part of the job is 
getting to touch every aspect of the business she has dedi-
cated her career to, “I really like the variety.”

8:00-9:00: Cavanaugh receives a call from Cherry 
Creek about an investor recertification. Cherry Creek’s se-
nior paralegal is working on a renewal with an investor, 
and is looking for guidance to answer some reverse mort-
gage-specific questions. Cavanaugh provides her with the 
information she is looking for and they wrap up.

9:00-10:00: Due to the complex nature of Cavanaugh’s 
position it’s important that she remain organized. She’s a 
self-proclaimed calendar dependent. “I live by my calen-

dar. It’s the only way I can keep track of everything that’s 
on my plate,” she says. Today, she has back-to-back confer-
ence calls at 10:00 am and 11:00 am, so she uses the hour 
to prep for her calls.

10:00-11:00: Cavanaugh’s first conference call is with 
her quality assurance team to review workloads and their 
various functions. The quality assurance team’s responsi-
bilities consist of auditing loans, re-disclosure of fees, run-
ning the appraisal desk, preparing application packages, 
and doing pre-close audits. During the call Sarah answers 
questions. Today there is a question regarding an incor-
rect vesting on a deed of trust, and she strategizes with the 
team on the best way to fix it. The next question relates to 
a recent month’s quality control audit and the most effi-
cient way to provide the requested documentation. Final-
ly, the group discusses schedules and priorities for the week 
to ensure there is adequate coverage.

11:00-11:30: A former NRMLA Board Chairperson, 
Cavanaugh is now co-chair of NRMLA’s Ethics Commit-
tee. At 11:00 am there’s a NRMLA Ethics Committee call, 
to discuss feedback and questions on an Ethics Advisory 
released last month on HECM to HECM Refinances. 

11:30am-12:30pm: Immediately following her NRM-
LA call, Cavanaugh gets a call from her company’s Na-
tional Retail Sales Manager. Months ago he originated a 
reverse mortgage for a man who passed away shortly be-
fore Thanksgiving. His family recently received a letter 
from the loan servicer requesting information and noti-
fying them of their next steps. The sudden passing of the 
borrower, Mr. Brewster, so close to the holidays has left 
his family un-prepared to deal with the loan servicer’s let-
ter and they are panicked about missing a deadline. The 
sales manager asks for assistance. Cavanaugh contacts Mr. 
Brewster’s daughter to reassure her that this is a standard 
letter. She then contacts the loan servicer to get a better 
understanding of their guidelines. Cavanaugh then gets 

A Day in the Life of 
A Compliance Officer
By Jessica Hoefer

Sarah Cavanaugh
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back in touch with Brewster’s daughter to explain that she 
has adequate time to respond and move forward with some 
of the decisions, like how they will sell their father’s proper-
ty and how to repay the reverse mortgage. By the end of the 
call Cavanaugh feels that Mr. Brewster’s daughter has peace 
of mind and will move forward readily.

12:30-1:30: Cavanaugh receives “scenario calls” through-
out the day. Scenario calls typically include questions on 
closing documents, re-disclosure of fee changes, licensing, 
and questions related to the compliance oversight of her 
company’s third-party originators. Around noon, Cavana-
ugh receives a call from an account executive regarding a 
wholesale customer who applied for approval. Sarah reviews 
the required follow-up items and the account executive 
agrees to follow-up with his client. Once additional infor-
mation is received, Cavanaugh presents the application to 
the company’s risk committee for review and approval. 

1:30-2:00: Cavanaugh spends her lunch catching up on 
emails while eating a simple lunch of almonds, fruit, and 
cheese. Cavanaugh has designed her home office with a large 
desk, a credenza, two large computer monitors, and two 
phones to contrive a feeling of work, not home, well, minus 
the two dogs sleeping under her desk keeping her feet warm. 
In need of a change in scenery she decides to drive to the local 
Starbucks for a latte. Laughingly, Cavanaugh says, “true to 
the Seattleite stereotype, we’re coffee drinkers here.”

2:00-2:30: After lunch, Cavanaugh reviews a request for 
amendments to one of her company’s agreements – she 
evaluates the requested changes and, after reviewing the re-
quest with the risk committee, drafts and sends a response 
back to the client. Cavanaugh evaluates the requested revi-
sions both from a “furthering negotiations with the client” 
perspective and to see if there is a need to make a more 
permanent revision to the agreement. 

2:30-3:00: While Cavanaugh directly oversees two quality 
assurance specialists, as part of the company’s Leadership 
Team, she works closely with her colleagues and utilizes 
her years of experience in the reverse mortgage industry 
providing additional insights into operations, compliance 
and other related matters. Each day, she coordinates with 
operations and the sales management team evaluating pol-
icies, procedures and workflow. She is always conscious of 
company priorities and works hard to stay on top of urgent 

matters, such as contract negotiations and regulatory poli-
cy changes. Today, Cavanaugh is in the midst of drafting a 
policy when she receives an urgent email from a wholesale 
account executive. The account executive cannot locate a 
document that was provided by a client at the time of ap-
proval with 1st Reverse Mortgage USA. Cavanaugh locates 
the document in the compliance management system and 
quickly gets it to the account executive.  

3:00-3:30: An aspect of the job near and dear to 
Cavanaugh’s heart is marketing compliance, and she is 
good-naturedly known as the “red pen lady.” “I work to 
develop and monitor our policies related to regulatory 
compliance and quality control, but it’s equally as import-
ant that the company have a solid marketing compliance 
program.” Today, Cavanaugh receives a draft of a direct 
mail solicitation letter. She reviews the letter, primarily 
from a compliance perspective, but, also, for grammati-
cal errors (“That is the writer in me, I can’t help myself!”
Cavanaugh says). Cavanaugh ensures the letter displays 
proper NMLS, state licensing and other required disclo-
sures while verifying the piece doesn’t contain misleading 
content or is otherwise in violation of regulatory or indus-
try guidance on prohibited advertising practices.  

3:30-4:30: Late in the afternoon, Cavanaugh researches 
proposed changes to The Dodd-Frank Act. Prompted by a 
question from a senior manager she reviews the proposed 
regulatory changes and responds back that she will be pro-
viding a summary the next day, she then reviews infor-
mation on state specific regulatory changes coming up in 
Texas and Illinois.

4:30-5:30: As the sun sets, a thin ray of light shines on 
a photograph Cavanaugh has had framed in her office since 
1995. Having originated over 500 reverse mortgages during 
her career, the image is of Cavanaugh with several of her 
borrowers snapped by Fannie Mae for an annual report. For 
Cavanaugh, it’s a poignant reminder of why she chose to 
spend her career in the reverse mortgage business. “This in-
dustry is about helping seniors, and while I may not always 
work directly with them, it reminds me why I’m here. No 
matter what position we’re in, we need to remember that we 
are ultimately working to make a difference and enrich the 
lives of senior homeowners.” Cavanaugh pleasantly spends 
her remaining hour reviewing tomorrow’s schedule and pre-
paring for tomorrow’s three conference calls. RM
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“TAKE THE TIME TO GET THE STORY SO THAT YOUR 
borrower has the very best chance of a successful outcome.”
 That’s what Colleen Moore, National Director, Golden 
Equity, a division of San Diego-based Land Home Financial 
Services always reminds herself. Moore has been in lending 
for more than 20 years; is a licensed real estate broker; and 
has considerable experience in accounting and financial 
and estate planning—so she has heard just about every kind 
of borrower story. She also, in her words, “fell in love with 
reverse mortgages” when she added them to her business 
in 2004, and is a Certified Reverse Mortgage Professional.
 Thus, Moore has had a great vantage point as new U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development rules—
which went into effect in April 2015—started to require a 
financial assessment. The rules specify that in certain circum-
stances, such as poor credit rating or extreme non-house-re-
lated financial stress, the recipient of a home equity conver-
sion mortgage (HECM) may be required to set aside money 
to meet basic demands, such as property taxes and insurance 
payments—calculated according to formulae in the newly in-
troduced Life Expectancy Set-Aside (LESA).
 All this change is significant: for first time, credit history 
and financial station are taken into account when people 
apply for a HECM.
 “I teach originators to do an initial assessment to get 
a good idea if people will qualify,” Moore says. “In doing 
so, you can manage expectations more effectively and give 
appropriate cautions depending on their circumstances. I 
rarely have a situation where people think they qualify and 
then do not. Of course, with the new rules there are more 

turn-downs, and that is always sad, but they were aware it 
might happen. Originators cannot deny someone, but we 
can get a sense of what should work.”
 Moore thinks that the new federal rules requiring more 
documentation were necessary but in some instances are 
“too heavy handed.” Needed, she says, is “documentation 
to know for certain that the income is genuine and we are 
a sustainable solution. But I would like to see more lati-
tude given to income that does not follow normal guide-
lines. These borrowers frequently do not claim income on 
their taxes either by design or simply not knowing. That 
could help tremendously.”
 At every point in the process, Moore emphasizes, “take the 
time to get the story, you can make many loans make sense.”
 Alina Passarelli, a Certified Reverse Mortgage Profes-
sional and Director of Reverse Mortgages at Marketplace 
Home Mortgage, LLC based in Edina Minnesota, also 
notes how the process has changed: “Preparing reverse 
mortgage clients for the application process now feels 
similar to conversations with traditional mortgage cli-
ents years ago—where the goal is to apply for financing 
and hope the bank views them and their home as a good 
risk. The possibility of being denied was always present. 
An underwriter’s loan decision (approval or denied) was 
heavily dependent on the client’s payment history and 
ability to afford the new debt. While our industry learns 
how to navigate through new rules and expectations, I’ve 
been preparing our clients for a process where we as a team 
(staff and applicants) work together to satisfy any concerns 
or questions the underwriter might have. And there will 

The Human Side of
Financial Assessment  By Joel L. Swerdlow 

Borrower
Chronicles
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be concerns and questions. We’re now having discussions 
about if their application is approved, not the much easi-
er talks we had in the past about when they are approved. 
Also similar to ‘forward’ loan officers, we generally know 
which clients are far from being a ‘slam dunk’ applicant af-
ter initial review of their credit, income and property charge 
payment history. These clients are generally prepared for a 
conversation that their application was denied. That said, 
it’s never an easy conversation to have. We have not expe-
rienced applicants who applied and were denied financing 
yet. But we have had clients inquire whose current situation 
would disqualify them. Much like a forward loan officer 
preparing clients to buy a home through months of cred-
it counseling and preparedness conversations, we, too, are 
starting to experience a new kind of relationship with fu-
ture reverse mortgage borrowers. Although they may not 
qualify today, it’s exciting to have a solutions-oriented con-
versation with clients about the things they can actively do 
to improve their credit or cash flow so they are in a great 
position to apply down the road.”  
 Adds Passarelli, “We have experienced several clients 
whose approval also required a Life Expectancy Set-Aside 
(LESA) for their future property tax and insurance pay-
ments. This large amount of credit being inaccessible to the 
borrower certainly changes how they feel about the reverse 
mortgage. Once we show them how those future expenses 
no longer need to be factored into their monthly budget 
and, thus, can create an additional cash flow, they’ve gen-
erally had an ‘aha’ moment where they understand there is 
still true benefit to them. And, the majority of our clients 
whose loan approval required a LESA, displayed either an 
unwillingness to pay their property charges on time in the 
past or did not have the income to cover future charges plus 
any ‘what ifs’ that might arise.  
 “One unfortunate situation we’ll see plenty more of is 
that we have heard from a number of homeowners recently 
who had looked into reverse mortgages in the past and may 
have qualified then but decided to wait until things became 
bad enough,” says Passarelli. “These borrowers are calling 
now because either their finances or health are suffering, 
but they may not qualify now because of the new guide-
lines.” The reverse mortgage industry has been trying to 
shake the stigma of being a product of last resort specifical-
ly for this reason. Applicants of sound fiscal and physical 
health making financial decisions are always going to feel 
more secure about their decisions than someone under fi-
nancial stress or perhaps also navigating a life event.

 “It is undeniably tougher than ever to close a reverse 
mortgage,” says Passarelli, “but this part of our job will get 
easier. It already has. Understanding what exactly is needed 
to satisfy the new requirements takes time and experience. 
We’re collecting as much documentation and written ex-
planations as possible upfront from our borrowers to help 
connect dots for the underwriters and minimize additional 
requests from the borrowers later in the process.”
 Angella Conrard, a CRMP who works for iReverse 
Home Loans in San Clemente, California, agrees with 
most of the above, and adds an even broader perspective. 
“Many reverse mortgage loans,” she says, “were done for 
people who were just scraping by. This is not the way to 
do business to sustain the program. I’ve not changed the 
way I talk to people about reverse mortgages. I still take an 
educational approach. A reverse mortgage is not a lifesaver 
or a crisis management tool, it’s a financial tool. The new 
financial assessments are not overly stringent, nor are they 
that difficult.
 “But, I find myself recommending people to financial 
counseling. I tell them that we will keep in touch and they 
need to be on time with all payments and make a bud-
get. I ask them if they want a reverse mortgage, have they 
made a plan? Have they thought about the maintenance 
of their home; e.g. will it need a new roof during their 
lifetime? Have they looked at what their income will be if 
their spouse passes before them? Can they manage? Is their 
home suitable for them? I really encourage people to start 
looking ahead.
 “It is sad to hear about people’s challenges in life,” says 
Conrard. “Daily, I talk to people who do not qualify. The 
most difficult part of this job is hearing about people ex-
periencing financial and physical (health) hardship, and of 
course loneliness from the loss of a spouse. They are often 
overwhelmed with maintenance and repairs that are need-
ed, bills that have piled up and the lack of health or energy 
to manage it all. 
 “If I could make wishes that would come true for aging 
America, I would wish for more aging and ‘exit’ strategy 
planning. I think most people want to age in place but to 
do so we’ll have to plan better, pool resources to create vir-
tual villages and home share situations. I think this is how 
we’ll age successfully. Death should be as well planned for 
as a birth. The financial assessment changes have been a 
long time coming to our industry. The unfortunate situa-
tion in this country is that we are not (at least that I know 
of ) taught basic financial and budgeting skills.”

Borrower
Chronicles

RM
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Member
Profiles

Who’s Who in Reverse Mortgages
Profiles of NRMLA Member Companies

American Advisors Group (AAG)
 American Advisors Group 
(AAG) is the nation’s leader 
in reverse mortgage lending, 
licensed to operate in 48 
states. The company, founded in 2004 by CEO Reza Jah-
angiri, is headquartered in Orange, CA. We are dedicated to 
helping American seniors leverage their home equity as an 
asset to help fund retirement. 
 AAG holds an A+ rating by the Better Business Bureau, 
has a 96% customer satisfaction rating and is a member of 
the National Reverse Mortgage Lenders Association (NRM-
LA). Jahangiri serves as the association’s Vice Chairman and 
co-chairs NRMLA’s Policy Committee.

Kimberly Smith, ksmith@aag.com • (866) 964-1109
Please visit aagwholesale.com

Celink
 Celink’s Reverse Mortgage 
Servicing Mission is threefold.

We Lead — Ethics, integrity, and 
unwavering core values direct all of our actions.

We Support — We support our clients through new and 
often uncharted territory.

We Innovate — We explore and uncover new and 
cost-effective ways to increase our value to our clients and 
their borrowers.  
 We meet every industry challenge and every client and 
borrower need with the confidence that comes from knowing 
who we are and what we’re about. Your reputation and your 
borrower’s are safe with Celink. Visit celink.com for a full 
Corporate Overview.

Ryan LaRose, President &COO: 
ryan@celink.com • (517) 321-5491

Fidelity Homestead Associates, LLC
 Fidelity Homestead Associates, 
LLC is a National Contractor Man-
agement Group that specializes in 
home repair and restoration for the 
mortgage industry, with a particu-
lar focus on FHA reverse mortgage pre-closing inspections 

and repairs. We are an accredited business with the Better 
Business Bureau, and maintain an A+ rating. We are also a 
member of the National Reverse Mortgage Lenders Asso-
ciation, and can be found in the Vendor Directory on the 
NRMLA website. We are committed to providing a turnkey 
service with fast results, regardless of the location of the home 
or the size of the project. 

To learn more about Fidelity Homestead Associates,
please visit  www.fhawork.com. Please feel free to contact 
us at Info@fhawork.com or call 844-FHA-WORK.

Finance of America Reverse LLC  
 Finance of America Reverse LLC 
(FAR) is one of the top retail and 
wholesale lenders of FHA-insured 
reverse mortgages in the country and 
one of the largest issuers of GNMA 
securities. We are a trusted resource 
who delivers best-in-class training, competitive pricing and a 
variety of lending platforms.
 From our exclusive HomeSafesm jumbo to HECM prod-
ucts, we provide the tools and exceptional service to help our 
partners grow their business. Every day, we are setting the 
industry standard for client experience, company culture and 
financial performance through responsible lending.

Retail:  www.fareverse.com
Wholesale: www.farwholesale.com

Career Opportunities:  (888) 622-2073 or 
recruiting@fareverse.com

Wholesale Division: Jonathan Scarpati, VP
jscarpati@fareverse.com or 516-445-9465

Sherry Apanay, Chief Sales Officer
sapanay@fareverse.com or (855) 778-7226

Liberty Home Equity Solutions
 For nearly a decade, Liberty Home 
Equity Solutions, Inc. has been commit-
ted to helping seniors gain financial in-
dependence and security through Home 
Equity Conversion Mortgages (HECMs).
 Based in Sacramento, California, Liberty is one of the 
nation’s largest and most experienced lenders, focusing ex-
clusively on providing HECM loans to senior clients and 
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wholesale business partners. We have helped change the lives 
of over 40,000 clients since 2004 while providing education 
and lending solutions to over 1,000 business partners across 
the U.S.

www.libertyhomeequity.com
For career opportunities call (916) 589-1853
For wholesale opportunities call (866) 871-1353
   
© 2015 Liberty Home Equity Solutions, Inc. 
NMLS # 3313 www.nmlsconsumeracces.org.  For a complete list of licenses, 
visit www.libertyhomeequity.com/licensesnmls

LRES
 LRES is a national provider of 
property valuation and REO asset 
management services for the real es-
tate, capital market and finance indus-
tries. At LRES, we specialize in helping 
our clients effectively manage compliance and financial risks
associated with valuation matters. We are the preeminent 
valuations provider for the Reverse Mortgage industry 
and deliver peerless service as we strive to be your business 
partner of choice. LRES has experienced significant growth,
regardless of market conditions, thanks to an experienced 
staff, advanced technology, solid business planning, efficient 
operations, and the support of every client we serve.

Aaron Roaf, 714-872-5862, aroaf@lres.com 
www.lres.com 

National Field Representatives
Reverse Mortgage Field Services
Dealing with Reverse Mortgages is 
complex. NFR is your source for in-
formation, expertise and guidance when
it comes to Mortgage Field Services. For over 15 years, 
Reverse Mortgage Servicing executives have relied on NFR 
to deliver Field Services with integrity and professional-
ism. We have earned the reputation as a trusted partner 
meeting the real-world challenges facing Reverse Mortgage 
Servicers. Our team members know family members may 
not fully understand a Reverse Mortgage and our coor-
dinators are trained to deal with each situation gently and 
with compassion. NFR understands the importance of 
protecting your professional reputation.

Contact: Margie Schagen, mschagen@nfroline.com
Tel: 866-966-0789 ext. 5220 • www.NFROnline.com

Reverse Mortgage Solutions, Inc. (RMS)
 RMS is a full service partner offer-
ing loan origination services, servicing, 
securitization and REO asset manage-
ment solutions. Since forming in 2007, 
RMS has built its business through 

strong partnerships with Wholesale, Correspondent and
Aggregation lenders nationwide. We understand our success 
is because of our valuable Partners. We’d welcome any oppor-
tunity to support your reverse mortgage lending needs.
  RMS is a Walter Investment Management company, 
#1 in HMBS issuance and rated “Strong” by Standard and 
Poor’s. We’re a proud member of NRMLA and an advocate 
of the reverse mortgage industry. NMLS ID 107636.

Contact: RMS Wholesale Team • Phone: 866-571-8213
E-mail: Pat.Kubert@rmsnav.com • www.rmsnav.com

 
Reverse Vision
 ReverseVision, Inc. 
provides the leading 
software and technolo-
gy for the reverse lending industry by offering products and 
services focused exclusively on reverse mortgages. More re-
verse mortgages are originated monthly using ReverseVision’s 
SaaS solution, RV Exchange (RVX), than all other systems 
combined. ReverseVision has partnered with some of the 
finest and fastest growing lending organizations in the US 
to provide solutions to brokers, principal agents, correspon-
dents, lenders and investors. ReverseVision is recognized as a 
driving innovator in the reverse mortgage industry and con-
tinues to improve their suite of products with frequent and 
new innovations, improved integrated services, online credit-
ed training and more. ReverseVision is headquartered in San 
Diego, CA, and boasts a team of reverse mortgage experts, 
engineers, business specialists and entrepreneurs with a com-
bined experience of over 60 years. 

www.reversevision.com • 919-834-0070
connect@reversevisioncom

Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC (RMF)
 Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC 
(RMF) is an independent, reverse-
only company. We don’t have competing 
corporate priorities or distracting lines 
of business. Everything we do is focused on making reverse 
mortgages better, in a proactive and nimble way that benefits 
everyone. Known for product innovation, exceptional service 
and unparalleled secondary market expertise, RMF delivers 
a wide array of products and superior pricing. Whether you 
are new to reverse or a seasoned originator, RMF has a vari-
ety of platforms that help our partners succeed. Partner with 
us today, and together we’ll create opportunities for a 
brighter future.

For wholesale opportunities: 
Call (877) 820.5314 or visit partners.reversefunding.com

For career opportunities: 
Email careers@reversefunding.com
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WHEN YOU GATHER 87 PEOPLE IN ONE ROOM WHO 
devote their careers to supporting older adults (or to any 
other calling, for that matter), it is highly unlikely you are 
going to emerge with a clear consensus as a conclusion.
The fact that this did occur at the National Aging in Place 
Council’s Annual Meeting in Atlanta, Georgia, December 
2 and 3, is either (1) what made the event so unique or (2) 
such an imperative direction for aging in place to head that 
we could not help but land there.
 For the past half dozen or so years, advocates for aging in 
place have been educating local communities and residents 
about the meaning of this rather vague phrase. And that 
effort has been successful enough to make the phrase well-
known, perhaps even a cliché. The education must continue, 
but it’s no longer enough. Our message needs to mature.
 Throughout the speeches and panels at the facilities of 
co-presenter, the Georgia Tech Research Institute—whether 
the topic was the impact of longevity, housing and health-
care, affording the services you are going to need or new ways 
of providing transportation—the idea most touched upon 
was the need for planning later life. Amongst the community 
of service providers to the elderhood, there is obviously an 
overwhelming consensus that we do not take action until we 
face an emergency. And we need to change that.
 “One thing is obvious,” said NAIPC President Peter Bell in 
his opening greeting to attendees, “a lot of disjointed compo-
nents are involved in aging in place. Most communities have 
no system. Most families have no plan. That is what we are 
here to accomplish.”

 The rapid growth of the over 60 population and their 
longevity is going to be a predominant concern of the 21st 
century. The market already seems to have a laser focus on 
it. You can see that in business, government, transporta-
tion, culture. But a growing market means a crowded mar-
ket. More products, more websites, more commercials, 
more opinions, more confusion. How do people facing 
cognitive, mobility and confidence issues navigate their 
way through it?
 It’s our job to help them. There are a lot of people doing 
a fine job creating their own brands. But can we find the 
method to put all the brands in one place in a community? 
Can we help people determine what they really need?
 And so, our effort shifts from creating awareness of aging 
in place to making planning later life an American routine. 
This will require tools—a planning tool and an access tool.
 NAIPC has created a planning tool: Act III: Your Plan 
for Aging in Place. It is not written in stone but rather a 
living organism that needs to be reviewed on a regular 
basis. And now we need to create the access tool.
 A panel of five Atlantans between 70 and 91 who 
brought their experience, insight and humor to our annual 
meeting seemed well aware of the notion of aging in place 
and grasped that it did not only mean remaining in your 
home, but also having the services that allow you to stay 
there. But when asked what, if anything, was missing, 91 
year old Roy Graham said, “I just wish I had a place where 
I can go for all the answers…whatever the question.”

Shifting the Conversation on Aging
Replacing “Denial” with “Planning a Better Later Life”   By Marty Bell

Atlanta residents shared their experiences with NAIPC.

Attendees visited Georgia Tech’s Aware House Lab.



844-FHA-WORK
PROJECTS@FHAWORK.COM

NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL

Roofing
Plumbing

Well/Septic
Electrical

HVAC
Surveys

Elevation Certificates
Demolition

Inspections & Repairs
Pest Inspection/Extermination

Clutter Removal/Cleaning
Foundations/Basements
Foundation Inspections

Painting/Drywall
Windows/Doors

Carpentry
Flooring

29299 CLEMENS ROAD, SUITE 1- I
WESTLAKE, OH 44145

TOLL-FREE 844.FHA.WORK

FHAWORK.COM
CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT GROUP

FIDELITY
  HOMESTEAD
  ASSOCIATES

Fidelity Homestead Associates has been a 
great help to many of our clients.

Sean Bobbitt
EVP AAG

 

Fidelity has accomplished some miraculous 
results for our folks when needed.

Joshua Shein
EVP RMN



ReverseVision is the only tool you need to be successful. 
Fully-integrated solution spanning loan life cycle 

Financial Assessment compliant within RV Exchange

Optimized for retail, wholesale and correspondent channels

No license fee for third-party originators

Integrated workflow connects back office with originators

Compliant docs configured for your business needs

Ship and purchase closed loans collaboratively with investors

Reverse Loans. One Platform. All Connected.

Now is the time for HECMs.
Over 25 million potential borrowers are waiting

Financial Assessment (FA) strengthens loan quality

HECMs can be used to purchase a new home

HECMs are FHA-insured loan programs

Financial Planners recognize HECMs as a viable retirement option

WWW.REVERSEVISION.COM   |   CONNECT@REVERSEVISION.COM   |   858-433-4970


